
HOCKEY CANADA 

PUCK CONTROL 

Stickhandlin (Figure 1) 

- Being able to stickhandle well greatly increases a players effectiveness 
as an offensive threat - this art requires long hours of practice for 
improvement to be made. 

- It is the process of passing the puck back and forth around an opponent. 
- The stick is very important - the player must be able to assume a natural 

posture while stickhandling, thus he must use a stick with the correct lie. 
- With each pass, the stick is quickly moved over the puck, trapping it on 

the other side (a to b) - notice at all times the stick is cupped over the 
puck (c.1). 

- The stick is held firmly so that a feel for the puck can be developed. 
- Practice making both long and short passes, moving the puck to the sides 

as well as in friant. 
- Puck control consists of more than stickhandling - a player must also 
know how to deke or fake a player, fake shots, as well as learn how to 
proper execute passes and shots. 

Stick - Puck Deke (Figure 2) 

- Use most effectively when defender is watching the puck. 
- Puckcarrier extends puck to limit of his backhand (a.1) as he approaches 

the defender. 
- Defender commits himself to th• e playing of the puck, then the puckcarrier 

pulls the puck back (b.1) and comes around the defender (c.1) 
- Can also flip the puck past the defender or slip it through his legs, 

then retrieve it on the other side. 
- Try to be moving about three-quarter speed at first, then going all out 

once the defender has committed himself. 

Double Shift Deke (Figure 3) 

- The puckcarrier skates directly at the defender (a). 
- When he is about 10 feet from him, he shifts the direction he is skating, in 

our case, towards his backhand (b.1), (could also be performed to the fore-
hand side), causing the defender to move in this direction (b.2). 

- At this point, the puckcarrier plants his outside foot (c.1), and strides 
back in the opposite direction, draw the puck with him (c.2). 

- With each stride during this deke, the puckcarrier should be accelerating 
to his maximum. 

Fake Shot (Figure 4) 

- Can be used very effectively by a defenseman when shooting from the point, 
or by a forward when coming in on a defenseman. 

- The most effective shot is the slap shot - the stick is raised up behind, 
then started down like a regular shot. 
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- Often a defenseman will drop to his knees at this point to block the 
shot (a). 

- Instead of shooting, the puckcarrier pulls the puck in and takes a quick 
stride around the defenseman (b), leaving himself with a clear break on 
the net (c). 

- Practice this play, as well as practicing shooting on the net as soon as 
you are clear of the defenseman, as the goaltender will often relax when he 
sees that the first shot was a fake. 

Use of the Skates (Figure 5) 

- Puck control with the skates is becoming more valuable all the time. 
- It consists of deliberately dropping the puck into the skates (a.1) 

in an attempt to beat an opponent. 
- It appears to the defender that the puckcarrier has lost the puck, thus 

he will immediately commit himself. 
- At this point, the puckcarrier kicks the puck forward to his stick (c.1), 

then skates around the defender who has committed himself to the puck 
being lost in the puckcarrier's skates. 

Outside Carry (Figure 6) 

The puckcarrier approaches the defender head on (a), then makes a cut to his 
back hand side (b). 
The stick and puck are well extended to the backhand side (c.1) with one arm, 
while the other arm is used to hold off the defender (c.2). 
To move more effectively, bend at the knees, keep the feet well spread and 
lean against the defender when going outside him. 
Once past the defender, quickly bring the puck back in in order to make a 
quick play on the net (c.1). 
Practice this move on both sides, as well as working on shooting the puck 
as soon as you are past the defender. 

Change of Pace  

- Involves a rapid acceleration in speed with a possible change in direction. 
- When approaching a defender, try to be going about three-quarter speed. 
- As you near him, and are to make your move, quickly accelerate to the 

maximum to make your move most effective. 
- This change in your speed will often fool the defender, especially if he is 

backing up slowly or is at a standstill. 

In General  

- Offensive players should practice dekes all the time, employing varying 
combinations of head and body dekes. 

- However, do not work only on one deke - defenders quickly notice a puck-
carrier who makes the same move all the time. 

- Continually experiment and develop new dekes. 
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PUCK CONTROL DRILLS  

1. - Have players stand still, moving the puck across in front of them, 
as well as to the sides. 

- Eventually have them skate around the rink, trying to keep their head 
up at all times while moving the puck back and forth. 

- Stress that they should keep their head up at all times. 

2. Stickhandling - Entire Rink (Diagram 1) 

- Have players skate around the entire rink, in both directions, moving 
the puck back and forth in front of them, as well as to their sides. 

3. Circle Stickhandling (Diagram 2) 

- Split the players into equal groups, each boy with a puck, and have 
them stickhandle around the face off circles - be sure that they go 
in both directions, as well as backwards. 

4. Keep Away (Hog) - 1 Puck (Diagram 3) 

- Split team into three groups, limiting each groups movement to one 
area shown in the diagram. 

- Allow the kids to play a game of hog amongst themselves. 

5. Stickhandling - Through Markers (Diagram 4) 

- Set up markers from one net to the other. 
- Have players stickhandle through markers, making a play on the far net. 

6. Fake Drill (Diagram 5) 

- Players start out of one corner of the rink with a puck - the coach 
positions himself inside the far blueline. 

- As the players near the coach, he indicates with his stick which way the 
player must make his fake. 

- Once past the coach, the player is to make a play on the net. 

7. Through the Legs (Diagram 6) 

- Set up six chairs as shown in the diagram. 
- The players must weave their way through the chairs, passing the puck 

through the legs of each chair. 

Stickhandling - Backwards (Diagram 7) 

- Set up an obstacle course of five or six markers, then have the players 
skate backwards through the course while carrying a puck. 

- An excellent drill for defensemen especially, but useful for all as it 
forces them to keep their head up. 

Puckhandling - Skates  

- Have players skate around the rink, kicking the puck between their skates, 
while not using their stick at all. 
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HOCKEY CANADA 

CHECKING 

- Defensive play very important to a team's success - checking is a big part 
of defensive play and concsists of body and stick checking, plus team 
methods of forechecking and backchecking. 

Body Checking  

- Act of physically impeding the progress of an attacking puckcarrier. 
- The objective is to knock the attacking puckcarrier out of the play, either 
knocking him off balance or to the ice. 

- Bodychecks may be given head on, or while angling the player into the boards. 

Shoulder Check (Figure 1) 

- While backing up, teach the youngster to aim for one half of the puck-
carrier's body, hitting it directly and hard. 

- Usually results in the puckcarrier being knocked off balance and out of the 
play. 

- Stress to the youngster that he must remain upright and have visual contact 
with the puckcarrier at all times. 

- Also an important check along the boards. (a and b) 
- Puckcarrier starts down the boards (a), but the opening is closed off by the 

defender who uses a shoulder check to take the puckcarrier into the boards (b). 

Hip Check (Figure 2) 

- Employed most often by a defenseman when an attacker tries to carry the puck 
around the outside. 

- Timing is of extreme importance, thus lots of practice is important. 
- The puckcarrier has started to cut to the outside (the defenseman's right). 
- In (a), the defenseman bends at the waist, then begins to swing his hips 

to the right, pushing hard with his left leg. 
- These movements should put him under the puckcarrier (b), causing the 

puckcarrier to go up and over the defenseman's hip (b and c). 
- Can be employed effectively when a puckcarrier has his head down, or when 

he tries to break down the boards. 

Generally  

- Stress the importance of getting in the puckcarrier's way, i.e. body 
blocking. 	• 

- The purpose of body checking is to impede an attacking puckcarrier not 
severely injure him or yourself. 
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BODY CHECKING DRILLS  

One-on-one : Down the Boards (Diagram 1) 

- Forwards start down boards while carrying a puck. 
- One defenseman starts backwards, trying to angle the puckcarrier into 

the boards, using a hip check. 
- Defenseman may also turn with puckcarrier, riding him into the boards 

with a shoulder check. 

2. One-on-one : Middle of the Ice (Diagram 2) 

- Forwards again start out of end zone carrying a puck, but stay in the 
middle of the ice. 

- A defenseman starts back with them, attempting to make a play on the 
puckcarrier before the blueline, using a shoulder check most of the time. 

Stick Checking  

- Enables a defender to knock or take the puck from an attacking puckcarrier. 

Poke Check (Figure 3) 

- Stick is held with top hand on stick, with this hand close to the body (a.1). 
- When within range (b), the puckcarrier quickly pokes or flicks the stick 

towards the puck, knocking the puck away from the puckcarrier (b.1). 
- One must never lunge at the puckcarrier when doing this check - keep your 

balance at all times. 
- Split vision is very important, as the defender must be able to execute 

the poke check and watch the attacker at the same time. 

Sweep Check (Figure 4) 

- Execute when the defender is coming from behind or to the side of the puck-
carrier (a). 

- Defender get low to the ice (b), with the trunk flexed forward at the waist, 
the head held up. 

- With one hand, the stick is extended under the attacker's stick, then swept 
back, bringing the puck with it (c.1). 

- Again balance is important, thus do not lean too far forward. 

Lift-the-Stick Check (Figure 5) 

- Again is employed most effectively when approaching the puckcarrier from 
behind (a). 

- Defender gets his stick under the attackers and lefts sharply upwards (b.1). 
- He then, as quickly as possible, releases downwards and tries to pull the 

puck away (c.1) 

Stick Check Drill (Diagram 3) 

- Divide the ice into three sections, placing one third of the team ixI each area. 
- Have one player act as a checker in the middle, the others being attackers. 
- The checker is to use any of the stick checks to stop the attackers. 
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TEAM CHECKING 

ForecheckinK 

- Basically the process of keeping the puck in the opponents end as long as 
possible, using any of the above checks. 

- Forecheckers require specific skills - should be a fast skating aggressive 
player, with quick reflexes and good agility. 

- The first man in the offensive zone should sweep towards the puck, trying to 
get as close as possible to puckcarrier - so that he may check him and retrieve 
the puck. 

- Teach your youngster to play the body first when forechecking, allowing a 
team mate to pick up the loose puck. 

- The forechecker should approach the puckcarrier at three-quarters speed, 
with a good well-balanced stance, so that he may react quickly to the 
puckcarrier's movements. 

- The Forechecker should try to angle the puckcarrier into the corner, then 
anticipate what will happen from there. 

- Approaching the puckcarrier head on gives him the advantage, thus makes your 
forechecking less effective.. 

-(See diagram 4 for the best forechecking areas). 

Forechecking Drills  

1. (Diagram 4) 

- Divide team into two groups, one as puckcarriers, one as forecheckers. 
- Puckcarrier starts in behind the net, the forechecking in pursuit, 

attempting to ride the puckcarrier into the boards in the corner. 

2. (Diagram 5)  

- Divide team into three groups, one as puckcarrier and two as forechecker. 
- First forechecker again attempts to angle puckcarrier into the corner. 
- Second forechecker positions himself out from the action, in a position 
where he can take a pass or move into the corner to help the first fore-
checker. 

Backchecking (Figure 6) 

- Situation where the forwards pick up their checks when the opponents are 
on the offensive. 

- Basically involves the wingmen. 
- Position is slightly ahead of his check (a), and more in the middle of the 
rink. 

- Should not be behind (b) or too far ahead (c) as the opponent may easily 
evade the backchecker and receive a pass (d). 

- It is the responsibility of the backchecker to cover his man right in to the 
net if the defenseman on his side is checking the puckcarrier or a slot man. 

Backchecking Drills  

1. (Diagram 6)  

- Split your players into two groups, one as puckcarriers, and one as 
backcheckers, then position them as in diagram 6. 

6/ 
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- The Coach, with pucks, stands outside the blueline near the boards, 
giving a pass to one wingman, who is chased by a backchecker. 

- The puckcarrier makes a play at the net, then the two players switch 
positions and return on the opposite net. 

2. (Diagram 7)  

- Split your team into four groups - one as defensemen, one as backcheckers, 
and two as breaking wingmen, then position them as in diagram 7. 

- One wingman, carrying the puck breaks out, followed by a backchecker - the 
second wingman also starts, and cuts into the middle, where he takes a 
rink wide pass from his partner. 

- This new puckcarrier is then picked up by a defenseman, who tries to make 
a play on him before the blueline. 

- Meanwhile, the backchecker stays with the first wingman until he sees 
the play is safe. 

3. (Diagram 8)  

- Can also practice backchecking while doing line rushes. 
- Have two lines backchecking with two doing the rushing. 
- As one line breaks out, the coach can give a signal for one or two 

backcheckers, who then pick up the wingmen and allow the defensemen to 
stand up and play the puckcarrier. 
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GOALTENDING 

Why Does He Play Goal? 

Whenever kids play shinny, goaltenders must be found. 
- As we all know, it is usually the smallest youngster, or the worst 

skater, who gets "stuck" in goal. 
Often, this is the only criteria used when choosing a goaltender. 

- Years later, he will still be in goal, and still not be able to skate 
as the coach has never spent time developing his skating. 

- A quick glance at the best goalies today, Giacomin, Plante, etc., 
will easily show how wrong this basis of selecting a goaltender 
is -- they are all great skaters. 
This ability is essential if a goaltender is to have great 
manoeuverability in and around his net. 

- Being so agile, goaltenders are now an intricate part of the offensive 
play today. 

Coaches must realize the importance of a goaltender who can skate 
a youngster who has confidence and a feeling of security on his 
skates. 

- Coach must also feel that the youngster can be taught how to 
skate better, as well as have no fear of the puck and have the 
necessary reflexes for the position. 

- Goaltenders, therefore, must participate in all your team's 
skating drills. 
A youngster's confidence in his position will reflect on your 
entire team's performance. 
You, as a coach, can develop this confidence through positive 
reinforcement and also through teaching the goaltender as much as 
possible. 

- Most important, the coach must feel that the youngster can be 
taught -- look for one who already has some confidence and patience. 

- These will reflect on his team. 
- Of course, qualities including good eyesight, reflexes, co-ordination, 

as well as a sense of competition and power of concentration are 
a must. 

- Size should not be a main factor -- stress the above characteristics, 
especially pOtential for improving. 
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Size and Style 

- Size will affect a goaltender's style, yet should not decide hether 
or not he can play goal. 

- Tall goaltenders usually adopt a crouched style, and usually 
have great catching hands and quick leg movements --án example' 
is Ken Dryden. 

- Small goaltenders are usually standup types -- are quick to react 
and use as much of their body as possible to cover the net. 
Many have become "floppers" -- Tony Esposito, using a butterfly 
style with spread legs. 
Allows for excellent coverage on low shots, but often they must 
commit themselves before the shot. 

Allow a youngster to develop a natural style -- at first, however, 
stress the standup style, developing quick arm and leg movements. 

- It is also important that all young goaltenders be taught to get 
up on their feet as quickly as possible. 

- Have them practice dropping to their knees and sides, then regaining 
the standing position as quickly as possible. 

Taught versus Inherited skills 

- With experience and practice, young players learn and improve new 
skills which supplement their innate abilities. 
This applies even to goaltenders, thus coaches must try to teach 
them new skills as he cannot function forever on inherited skills. 

- If not, others will develop above him, leaving his ability far 
behind 
Most important is the young goaltender must be taught how to skate, 
enabling him to be agile while in his equipment. 
Overall improvement in his manoeuverability will change him from 
a mediocre to a good goaltender. 

- Must also teach the young goaltender how to use his gloves, pads, 
skates and stick to the maximum. 
In addition to these physical skills, he must also be taught how 
to play the angles properly -- initally, emphasize positioning 
between the net and the puck. 

- But the youngster must be able to skate if he is to move around into 
this position as the puck moves during the play. 
Angles become more important to the goaltender as he gets older and 
the game faster. 

- No longer can he rely strictly on reflexes for success. 
Experience will teach him how to use his angles successfully, as 
well as save much wasted activity on his part. 

- Obviously then, there is much a coach must do in order to make a 
young goaltender good. 

- Initially, skating ability and reflexes must be developed, with 
knowledge of positioning coming into play later on. 

Equipment 

- Must be of proper size, weight and quality. 
- Oversized equipment will hamper a young goaltender's chances of 

attaining skills, thus delaying his confidence and security. 
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Goalskates 

Must be of proper fit and quality for him to learn to skate properly. 
- Constructed with reinforced blades, which are non-rockered. 
- Also important in stopping shots -- especially low to the corners. 
- Drill the young goaltender in truning his feet to the side to stop 

these shots. 

Goalsticks 

- Have specific lies, usually in a range between 11 and 15. 
Goalstick is held in front of the body, with the blade near the 
feet. 
Stand-up goaltenders use a high lie stick, 13 to 15, while crouch 
goaltenders use a low lie, 11 or 12. 
The stick has an important function in stopping shots along the ice. 

- Grip should be tight, with the blade held about four inches out 
in front of the feet, absorbing the shock of the shot. 
Teach young goaltenders to stop and control shots, thus ensuing 
possession for his team. 

- From here, he can be taught to make passes to his teammates. 

Catching Glove (Figure 1) 

- Extremely important in making stops and controlling the puck. 
- Stress that it should be held open in a ready position at all times. 
- Once he has caught the puck, he should drop it to the ice and 

play it with his stick, either making a pass or clearing the puck 
into the corners. 

- Catching glove should be used only on shots above the knee or one's 
shot directly at his body. 
Shots outside this area should be played with the stick, pads or 
skates. 

Stick-Hand Glove (Figure 2) 

67 

- Used on shots which are high on the stick side. 
- Constructed of hard fibrous material, excellent 

shots to this area. 
At all times, the young goaltender 
with the stick hand glove with his 
control of the puck. 

for deflecting off 

should try to trap shots played 
catching glove, again getting 

Specific Equipment Drills 

1. Skate Saves 

- Have players shoot the puck along the ice at the goaltender -- take 
his goalstick away so that he must use his skates for the saves. 

2. Reflexes 

- Stand 15 feet out from the goaltender, then throw pucks at the net 
trying for specific areas. 
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3. Stick Check (Diagram 1) 

- Have the puck carriers skate deep into the end zone, then cut across 
in front of the net. 
As he comes in front, the goaltender must use his stick to check the 
puck from the puck carrier. 

4. Puck Control (Figure 3) 

- Have the goaltender start in the goal crease. 
- One at a time, players shoot the puck in around the boards, then 

skate in and stop near the goalline. 
The goaltender must go out behind the net and stop the puck, then 
the goaltender passes the puck to this man. 

Team Responsibilities 

Many claim the goaltender the most important member of the team. 
- First responsibility is stopping shots, then initiating the offense 

if possible. 
Goaltender can play a shot by using angles or his reflexes. 

Angles (Diagram 2) 

As a puck carrier approaches the net, he is able to see some open 
area. 

- If a goaltender plays deep in the net, this open area will be a 
maximum, therefore the puck carrier has a good chance of scoring. 

- Goaltenders must learn to reduce this open area or "cut down the 
angles". 

Define an imaginary arch across the front of the net. (a) 
- By assuming the correct position on the arch he will cut down the 

angle on any shooter. 
- At the same time, he is reducing the distance between himself and 

the puck. 
Therefore, his reactions must be faster, but the distance of move-
ment to block the shot will be reduced. 
To this, add the skill of "telescoping" -- it is a movement directly 
out from the arc towards the puck. (b) 
Each foot out effectively cuts down more of the angle. 
As the puck carrier moves in, the goaltender moves back, maintaining 
his position in the net while keeping the open area at a minimum. 

Lateral movement (Figure 4) 

Goaltenders must also be able to slide quickly from side to side. 
- The flat blade on the skates helps to make this easier. 

Drill your goaltenders daily on this skill, having them move well 
on their feet or while sliding on their sides. 
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Rotate in at Arc  

- similar to lateral movement, but also forces the goaltender to be 
aware of the angle. 
position players in a semi-circle in front of the net, then have 
them pass a puck amongst them. 

- with each pass the goaltender must move on the arc to minimize the 
angle. 

Agility Drills - Diagram 3 

place four forwards around the net, have them pass a puck amongst 
themselves. 
forces goaltender to move in and out, back and forth in the crease. 

Shooting Drills - For Reaction (Diagram 4) 

- some shooting drills designed mainly for goaltenders - ones which give 
him little time to prepare and force him to move quickly. 

1. Diagram 5 - players skate in on net, then shoot any one of a group of 
pucks positioned 15 to 20 feet out from net?  

2. Diagram 6 - Rapid Fire  

- one player lines 5 to 10 pucks up in front of the net - in rapid 
succession he fires the pucks at the net. 

3. Diagram 7 - line players 'up on blueline. 

- on signal, one at a time they shoot on goal, alternating sides from 
which the shots are coming. 

Shooting Drills - For Positioning  

- other shooting drills are designed to work on a goaltenders positioning 
forces goaltender to move out and in the net. 

1. Diagram 8 - players start in on the net from the blueline and make a 
play on the net. 

Diagram 9 - have the players form two lines in a corner of the rink, 
each line having pucks. 

3. Diagram 10 - one player from each line starts down the ice, first 
one player shooting and then the other. 
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HOCKEY CA ADA 

FORWARDS  

- These are the centreman and two wingmen. The centreman is either a right 
hand or left hand shot who possesses the capabilities of good stickhandling 
and playmaking. He also must be an agile skater. Usually right-handed shots 
play right wing, left-handed shots, left wing. 

- In the international game, the Russian national team plays their winger with 
the right hand shots on the left wing and left hand shots on right wing as a 
tactical advantage where the shooting side of the body would have a better 
angle at the open corner of the goal than in the more conventional methods. 
(Figure 1). 

- Figure 2, A and B, show the breaking out advantage of the Canadian style 
where the puck in A is taken on the forehand and can be passed or carried 
up the ice. 

- Figure 3, the player must turn his back down ice to take the pass on his 
forehand. 

- In backchecking it is easier to check a man out of the play if you have your 
stick to place across the front of his path, A. The diagram indicates a 
right-handed shot taking out taking out his check in the left wing. If he 
were a left-handed shot, he would have to move his body from the outside 
across which is awkward, B. 

CENT/Mei  

- The centreman is the key to a good and successful hockey team and must be an 
adept playmaker and leader. 

- A centreman when taking a face-off has the option ofdrawing to his backhand 
side or forehand side. Boys are stronger and more frequently successful when 
drawing to their backhand side. They should attempt to draw equally well to 
both sides when practicing face-offs. 

- Various techniques used by centremen to win the face-off: 

- Getting to the puck before opponent. This is used most frequently by 
players at all levels from both the forehand •and backhand sides. 

- Many centremen attempt to draw the puck almost straight back or to a 40 
degree angle behind them in many situations. (Figure 4). 

- The reverse of this technique is to the forehand (Figure 5). Anticipate 
the dropping action of the official, and rotate the body from the normal 
face-off position to that of a quarter turn to the forehand side (A). 
The sweeping action is vigourous and determined. Success depends on timing. 

7.2 
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Initiate the body rotation early, then come behind and under your 
opponent's stick clearing his blade out of the way to control the 
direction of the puck (B). 

- When taking face-offs the "tap and draw" technique requires the centre-
man to anticipate the dropping of the puck by the official. (Figure 6). 
The instant the puck is being dropped during the face-off extend the 
blade of the stick so that it is along side your opponent's stick, and 
with a sharp, quick, sideways slapping action, knock his stick to one 
side (A). Stick control is immediately regained after hitting opponent's 
stick out of the area by changing direction and controlling the puck 
which has now landed on the ice in the dot area (8). 

- The "hold and draw" method, opposite to the above has the centreman impeding 
the initial draw attempt of his opposite number and then countering with a 
sweep that allows him to control the puck. 

- If an opponent has a habit of taking a wild slashing sweep at the drop, 
(Figure 7), it may be effective to quickly lift and slightly pull your 
back stick so that in his first sweep, he misses coming into contact with 
your player's stick. 

WINGERS  

- The wingers are usually strong agressive skaters who possess the ability to 
dig for the puck in the offensive corners, to backcheck tenaciously and 
shoot hard. The general area of a winger is shown schematically on diagram 
(Diagram 1). 

- If we were to take a look at three concepts of position play of the wingers, 
we would find interesting and imaginative variations. 

Diagram 2 - the basic concept is for wingers to remain on their side of the 
ice, up and down and not to go behind the nets if it can be helped. 

Diagram 3 - the wingers patrol the centre of the ice on their respective 
wings, while overlapping in the offensive or defensive zones. 

Diagram 4 - in the Russian concept, the wingers patrol offensively and 
defensively in their own end on their respective sides, but once they have 
crossed into the neutral area and the offensive zone, all forwards are free 
to roam anywhere according to the play. In this latter style, the strategy 
is one of confusion and flooding and clearing zones to break a man open in 
the clear. 

OFFENSIVE PLAY: Defensive Zone  

- In the defensive zone there are two ways in which a forward may gain 
possession: 

(1) By picking up a loose puck on his side of the rink; 

(2) by having a teammate, usually a defenseman, pass the puck to him. 
(Figure 8) (A). 
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- The problems of safely getting the puck out of the defensive zone are now 
left to the wingman who has four basic options: 

(1) pass the puck to a teammate, (Figure 8 (8), (C)) 
(2) skate the puck out himself; 
(3) shoot the puck out; 
(4) freeze the puck against the side boards. 

Neutral Zone 

- In the neutral zone, the main momentum of the offensive attack is developed. 
The most important thing the puckcarrier must do is headman the puck. In 
this way, the offensive attack can be maintained and carried on into the 
opposition's end. 

Offensive Zone- 

- Shooting the puck in should be used only when unable to carry the puck over 
the line. The coach must play his part, conditioning his players as to when 
they should shoot the puck in. However, it should be emphasized that shooting 
the puck in is not the optimal play. Games are won and goals are scored by 
having the puck as much as possible. 

- The players must also know when to carry the puck over the blueline to make 
their play. Most of the time, when you are even or have an advantage in 
numbers over the defenders (3 on 2, 3 on 3, 2 on 1), the defensemen will 
back up from the blueline and allow the puck to be carried in. (Figure 9). 
With possession inside the blueline, the main function is to isolate the 
attackers on one defender, thus increasing the scoring opportunity. The 
3 on 2 situation, with the puck being taken in wide on the wing, and the 
centreman dropping in the slot. (B). Here we will have two attackers 
isolated on one defender - the off-defenseman (C). 

- The puck carrier on meeting the defenseman will: 

(1) cleanly beating him, with break away on net; 

(2) beat the defenseman, but forced to make a pass; 

(3) partially beating the defenseman, but driven into the corner; 

(4) passing off to a teammate before he is forced to make a play on the 
defenseman, then breaking into an opening, causing,a give and go 
situation. (Diagram 6). 

- Now consider the situations where the puck carrier attempts to beat the 
defenseman instead of passing off. 

(1) The puck carrier has decided to deke the defenseman, and has succeeded. 
He now has put himself into a clean break away situation on the goal-
tender. 

(2) In the second situation, the puck carrier will again completely beat 
the defenseman. But, this time, the other defenseman will have moved 
over to cover up on his partner. 
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By coming over to make a play on the puck carrier, the defenseman has 
left the wingman on his side wide open - the puck carrier can make a 
good pass to this man. (Diagram 7). 

(3) The third and final situation in which the puck carrier will find him-
self when he tries to beat the defenseman is when he only partially 
beats the defenseman and is driven off into the corner. Obviously, the 
puck carrier is in no position to score so he must try to make a pass 
which can go to any of three places: 

(a) back to the point; 
(b) to the centreman in the slot; 
(c) to the wingman breaking in on the net. 

DEFENSIVE PLAY:  

- The other aspect of hockey, defensive hockey, begins in the offensive end. 

Offensive Zone  

- When the opposition gains control of the puck, it is the job of the wingers 
to immediately locate their check and put themselves in a position to cover 
them. If the play moves out the opposite side, the wingman must turn and 
pick up his check. If the play turns and comes out his side, he must be 
prepared to move in and try to stop the play here. 

. Neutral Zone 

- The opposition has successfully moved the puck out and is starting down the 
ice. The backchecker must remain half a stride ahead and four to six feet 
to the side of his check. In this way his check is properly covered. Stress 
to your backcheckers, that they are to remain in their lanes at all times, 
whether or not a member of the opposition is there. The defenseman bill 
know he is there and not have to worn, about that area. (Diagram 8). 

This allows the defenseman to stand up at the blueline, forcing the play. 
If the wingman continues in, he can easily pick up any stray pucks, 
especially those shot into the corner. 

- Positioning in the defensive zone depends upon the system employed by your 
coach. If the centreman covers the points, the wingman play about two-
thirds in, helping out in the corners and in front of the net. If the 
wingman covers the point, the centreman plays in deep and helps out in the 
corners and in front of the net. 
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HOCKEY CANADA 

DEFENCEMEN 

- Defenceman usually score very few goals, thus little attraction for youngster 
to play this position, as the number of goals you score is most important in 
minor hockey. 

- Usually the bigger, slower and most -poorly coordinated are placed on defense. 
- As they grow older and the game becomes faster, they will have to learn how 

to skate efficiently, handle the puck well and try to develop a keen hockey 
sense. 

- Paramount in skills for a defenseman is backward skating, including lateral 
mobility and good skill at turning to either side. 

- Most defensemen spend 50% of their ice time doing these skills, thus it is 
essential that they be masters of them. 

- The ability to check is also important. 
- He must be skilled in all the various stick checks, as well as being extremely 

efficient at throwing body checks. 
- Try also to find youngsters for this position who remain very calm and collected 

throughout the course of the game - often they will be in pressure situations, 
thus they must be able to stay cool at all times. 

- Finally, be sure that he can pass the puck well, both with accuracy and con-
fidence. 

Pairing  

- Experience plays a large role in deciding your pairs - always try to put one 
experienced player with a newcomer. This way the newcomer will be able to 
learn faster, while the older player now has some responsibility placed on 
his shoulders which will help him. 

- Style of play is also important - try to get players with different styles 
playing together, for example, an offensively-minded player and a defensively-
minded player. 

Positional Play (Diagram 1) 

- Each defenseman has definite areas of responsibility. 
- Two areas involved (1) the area directly in front of the net, covering a 

fifteen to twenty foot semi-circle, which is the responsibility of both men. 
(2) is the rest of the ice surface, which can be nicely 

divided in half, with each defenseman of the pair responsible for his 
respective half. 

Zone Responsibilities Defensive Play  

- Will be observed in the offensive zone, neutral zone and defensive zone. 
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Offensive Zone (Figure 1) 

- Often the defensemen will be positioned on the blueline, with the opposition 
having control of the puck just inside the blueline (A). 

- He may do one of two things: 
(1) give up the blueline and retreat towards centre ice (B and C), 
(2) move in and challenge the puck carrier (D and E). 

- Regulation of (1) and (2): 
- if your team is up a goal, and you are trying to keep the lead, back-

off the blueline; similarly if you are short-handed. 
- never move in unless you have a better than 50% chance of getting the 

puck or taking out the puckcarrier. 

consider at all times 

- the score - are you winning or loosing? 
- what are your chances of getting the puck or puckcarrier? 
- do you have wingers coming back as back checkers? 

Neutral Zone (Figure 2) 

- Defensemen naturally back up with the flow of the play in this zone keeping 
the play in front of him at all times. 

- How far you back up depends upon the number of back checkers and attackers - 
but always try to force the play at the blueline. 

- The defenseman should be 10-12 feet apart, with one slightly ahead of the 
other - staggered - usually the man on the side of the puckcarrier (A). 

- Try to slow the play down as much as possible, with the front defenseman 
playing the puckcarrier (B.1), the back man covering up behind (3.2). 

- If no back checkers are coming back, then the defensemen must also back-up 
over their own blueline. 

- Again try to force the play to slow down, as well as keeping the puck out 
,on the sides, where it is much harder to score from. 

Defensive Zone 

- This is the most important zone for the defenseman as his main job is to 
defend. 

- Is the job of both defensemen to play the puckcarrier when it is on his side. 
- The other defenseman must move in front of the net and cover this entire 

area - this man must be aware of where the puck is at all times, as well as 
also being aware of what players are in front of his goal. 

- Defense partners must work very closely together in this zone, thus it is 
imperative that they remain in vocal contact at all times. 

Offensive Play  

- When a defenseman gains possession of the puck he must initiate the offensive 
play. 

- He must learn to headman the puck as quickly as possible, allowing the 
forwards to move the puck into the offensive zone. 

- However, nowadays defensemen are beginning to rush with the puck more, with 
Bobby Orr being the biggest stand out of all. 
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Defensive Zone (Figure 3) 

- Once he gains possession of the puck, the defenseman should try to headman 
the puck to one of his forwards as quickly as possible. 

- Stress that passes should be made directly to the forward if possible and not 
around the boards. 

- Often his forwards will not be open immediately - in this situation he 
should take the puck to safety behind his net and stop. 

- In this way, his forwards will have time to set up into pre-determined patterns 
to work the puck out. 

- Now a good pass can be made to a forward, preferably when the forward is deep 
in the end zone (A), rather than when he is well out (B). 

- As a last alternative, the defenseman can carry the puck out, but he should 
be sure that he has little or no chance of being checked and also that his 
partner is backing him up. 

Offensive Zone 

- Stress that the defensemen should get up to the blueline as quickly as 
possible. 
His main job at this position is to keep the puck in the offensive zone. 

- Often during the course of a game he will be called upon to shoot the puck 
from the point. 

- Here are some important things he should remember: 
(1) get his head up to look where he is shooting; 
(2) get the shot off quickly and in the direction of the net; 
(3) keep his shots low, making sure that they get past any defenders who 

are rushing him. 
- Very seldom will a direct shot score from the point - thus stress that the 
defensemen, when shooting from the point keep the shot low, playing for a 
deflection. 

Drills for Defensemen 

- Be sure that your defensemen get extra work at skating backwards, lateral 
movementand::urning to both sides (see skating section). 

(1) One-on-One Rushes (Diagram 2) 

(2) Two-on-One, Three-on-One Rushes (Figure 2) 

(3) Three-on-Two Rushes  
- with two, one and no back checkers. 

(4) Shooting from Point  
- passes coming from corner to be directed off boards or flipped in front. 

(5) Agility Drill (Diagram 3) 
- skate forward to blueline, then drop to knees. 
- up and do sideways stepping to side boards, then back to the middle. 
- here skate backwards, then turn for the corner. 
- in the corner, stop and do sideways steps in both directions. 

(6) Turn and Drive (Diagram 4) 
- defenseman skates backwards over his blueline, then coach fires a puck 

into either corner. 
- defenseman must turn with the puck, then skate hard into the corner to 

get it. 
- force this play be sending a forechecker in, as well as a wingman for 

the defenseman to make a quick play to. 
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HOCKEY CANADA 
OFFENSIVE BREAK OUT PLAYS  

- Both wingers come deep while the centreman stays out guarding the points. The puck 
is shot in and gained by one defenseman at the side of the net. Have a forechecker 
go in on him, giving him the options of passing behind the net to his defense 
partner, or up to the winger on his side, who in turn relays it to the centreman. 
Diagram 1. 

- The winger is covering the pointmen and the centre deeper in the slot. The puck 
is shot and one defenseman gains control. The defenseman has a number of options: 
(1) a short pass to his centre, who in turn would relay it to one of his wingers 

Diagram 3; 
(2) a pass around the boards to the winger on the near side, who can either give a 

direct pass to his centre, Diagram 2; or rebound it off the boards around a 
rushing defenseman, Diagram 4; 

(3) pass it around the boards to the far winger who has the same options as the 
near winger, Diagram 5. 

Shallow Centre 

- The puck is shot and taken behind the net by one of the defensemen. The other 
defenseman goes deep into the corner on his side, the wingers come about half-
way back down the boards, and the centreman circles deep in the slot. As every-
one sets up, the man behind the net steps slightly to the side where the defenseman 
is in the corner. As he draws the centre's check, he passes to the other defenseman 
in the corner, who in turn relays the pass to the centreman who is circling in the 
slot - be sure the centreman circles towards the man in the corner. Diagram 6. 

- Instead of the defenseman with the puck stopping for a moment behind the net, he can 
step quickly to one side or the other and make a quick pass to one wing. Diagram 7. 
The centreman turns with the first pass so that he may take a relay pass from 
one of the wingers. 

- A third variation of this basic set up: the defenseman gets the puck, goes behind 
the net and stops, while the other defenseman goes to the corner. As the centre 
begins to circle, the defenseman steps out to the side of the net, draws the 
centre's pass then fires a quick pass to the circling centreman (Diagram 8) who 
then carries the puck out or passes off to one or the other wingers. 

- Another variation for situations when the wingers are covered and it would not be 
safe to pass to the centre: one defenseman takes the puck behind the net, the other 
one positions himself in the corner and the centre begins to circle. The defense-
man with the puck behind the net, takes a step out from behind the net towards the 
player in the corner, draws the centre's check, and then passes the puck to the 
defenseman in the corner. After he has made the pass, the defenseman in the corner 
starts to move out, but he has nowhere to make a play with the puck, and now the 
centre's check has moved on him. His only play is to pass the puck back to the 
defenseman in front of the net, who will have a clear avenue up the ice. Diagram 9. 
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- Practise these drills by starting the sequence from outside the blueline, 
shooting one puck in and have all five players go in and form up together. 

Deep Centre 

- The centreman may also be utilized by having him come very deep in his defensive 
zone, either deep and turning into the corner, or deep and going around behind 
the net. 

- The centreman will come straight in on the net, then circle deep into the corner, 
opposite to the side where the defenseman is positioned. The defenseman behind 
the net will start towards the corner where the centreman is circling, and as soon 
as the centreman has completed his turn, will hit him with a short, crisp pass. 
Diagram 10. 

- As the defenseman in the corner sees that the play is moving to the centre in the 
opposite corner, have him move towards the front of the net as a backup. 

- This drill has exactly the same alignment as the diagram 10, with a few variations. 
Instead of passing to the circling centreman, the defenseman fakes this, goes back 
behind the net, waits for the centreman to circle back across the net. Now, he 
makes a pass to the defenseman in the corner, who in turn relays it quickly to the 
centreman who has now started out of the slot. Diagram 11. 

- The next series involves the centreman circling behind the net instead of in the 
corner. Be sure that if he is going to go behind the net that he goes away from 
the side where the defense is positioned in the corner. Diagram 12. 

- A puck is shot in. One defenseman goes to the puck, the other to his respective 
corner. The centreman comes in, goes behind the net, but leaves the puck. He 
then goes into the corner, turns up ice and is given a quick pass from the 
defenseman. Diagram 13. Now he can either carry the puck out or pass off to one of 
his wingers. 

- This drill involves the exact set-up. However, this time have the centreman pick up 
the puck and go into the corner. He now has two alternatives: 
(1) either pass the puck back to the defenseman; or 
(2) carry the puck out himself. Diagram 14. 

- Here the centreman comes back behind the net, but leaves the puck. The defenseman 
moves one step with him, fakes the pass to the turning centreman. He then returns 
behind the net, allowing the centreman to return across the front of the net. The 
defenseman now makes a pass to the defenseman in the corner, who in turn relays 
the puck to the centreman starting up the slot. Diagram 15. 
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HOCKEY CANADA 
PENALTY KILLING 

- There are two situations for penalty killing. In one instance, when you are one 
•player short or when you are two skaters short. Begin with defensive play in 
one's own end when one man short. Normally, teams employ the basic box position. 
This basically entails forming an imaginary box between the four defending players. 
This box is expendable or collapsable depending on the press of the attacking team. 
An important note to consider in this box defense is not to allow an opponent to 
penetrate unguarded into the area formed by the box. Also do not break the box to 
chase the puck or puck-carrier into a corner unless there is a 70% chance of 
recovering the puck. 

- If an opponent penetrates the box, collapse the box or overshift so that one of the 
defense players is three to five feet from him. How closely this man is guarded 
and who is responsible for him depends on where the puck is on the periphery of the 
box. 

- For instance, if the puck is out at the point with the opposing centre in the box, 
the offside defenseman will approach from behind and be in a position to check 
this team if the puck comes to him. Diagram 1. 

- If the puck is held by the opposing winger in the corner, then the offside 
defenseman forward must saddle up to the man in the slot and be in a position to 
check him if the puck comes to him. Diagram 2. 

- If they remain at long range, enlarge the box. The box is a moveable structure set 
up according to the offense. Be aware of your opponent's method of play in a power 
play situation. Some teams like to shoot from outside the box (i.e. point men) 
looking for screened shots, deflections and rebounds. If this is the case, the 
•defensive box has to react quickly to the outside shot by having the offside de-
fensive forward collapse quickly to the slot area to pick up potential scorers. 
Diagram 3. 

- Often teams may attempt to work the puck in close (i.e. Russia) before making an 
attempt on the net. They will attempt to stretch the box to a maximum, then by a 
series of quick passes attempt, as illustrated with a deep slot centreman, to create 
an opening for a shot from the slot or a goal mouth pass. Defensively, play this 
team with a smaller box. Diagram 4. 

- Determine your opponent's method of playing the power play by recording shots from 
the points versus close-in shots during their power play opportunities. 

- If the offense have control of the puck in either corner, the box shifts to that 
particular side to cover them. The diagram shows the shifting to one side when the 
puck is in that corner. Diagram 5. 
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Defensive End: Man short  

- If the puck is in the right corner, the defenseman on that side positions himself 
between the puck and the rest of the ice. The other defenseman skates in front of 
the net to clear traffic. Always leave the offside point unguarded because he is 
the least effective man on the ice in any formation. Diagram 6. 

Penalty Killing - Offensive End: Man short  

- To kill a penalty (i.e. kill time) when the puck is in the offensive end, we shall 
assume that the offensive team has control of the puck, probably hiding behind their 

own net. 

- The defensive team in this situation can adopt one of two different approaches. 
The forwards may attempt to forestall the offensive break-out with aggressive 
checking, taking the chance of getting caught up the ice and allowing the puck to 
enter the defensive area, or the forecheckers may hedge their backchecking duties 
with mild attempts at forechecking. Diagram 7. 

Aggressive Forechecking  

- The basic principle of forechecking in the offensive end when You are one man short 
is to create a situation where a pass ahead up the ice has to go through or by the 
first forechecker. In order to take advantage of this situation, the first fore-
checker, as described in the section on checking, approaches the puck-carrier in 
a sweeping fashion (on an angle) rather than straight at the puck. Diagram 8. 
Attempt to force the puck-carrier away from the centre of the boards so that any 
pass attempt across ice has to pass by the forecheckers, giving the opportunity 
for deflection or interception. 

- To simulate the situation that most frequently occurs, we shall •look at the res-
ponsibilities of the two defensive forwards who are carrying out the forechecking 
roles. The players are lined up behind one another (tandem) about 15 feet apart 
in front of the net as the offensive players initiate their breakout. Diagram 9. 
It is important that the two defensive forwards time their swing in this tandem 
with that of the swing of the potential puck-carrier picking up the puck behind 
the net so that they have not stopped - or killed their forward momentum. 

- As the puck-carrier swings out from behind the net, the closest forechecker 
approaches him on the swing keep. Diagram 10. 

Killing a penalty when you are two men short  

- In your defensive zone, form a triangle formation with the apex of the triangle 
moving in the direction of the puck. In this situation, have good reacting 
players well enough disciplined to never leave the formation, the forward checking 
the puck at the apex. Both defensemen are guarding the goal mouth so the only play 
the opposition has is a long shot, or for a point man to try and carry the puck in, 
in which case the forward would have to play him and the other attacker two on one. 
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Power Play 

- Essential to a successful power-play team is unity and since the power play is 
an advantage of one or two men, the team should come up ice as a unit. Good 
accurate passing and positional play are important. When coming out of one's own 
end, the team should come out four men abreast, with a defenseman following about 
10-20 feet behind as a safety precaution. Generally, if the defenseman picks up 
the puck he stops behind his net and waits till the centreman circles behind, 
picks up the puck and moves out with the attack. Diagram 11. It is important 
that the centreman and two wings and the other defenseman move out in unison. 

- Diagrams 12 and 13 show the pattern of a frequent power play tactic used at the 
blueline. It shows that the two directions of the attack include the defenseman 
and the centreman. The winger cuts parallel to the blueline taking his check with 
him, the pass is made to the breaking pointman who proceeds into the offensive end. 
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Diagram 11 
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HOCKEY CANADA COACHING CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME 

1. 	Introduction of Coaching Certification Programme  

- creation 
- purposes 
- minor coach objectives 
- History of hockey - rover 

- red line 
- Pronovost, Goldham - defensive flow 
- Montreal Power Play - real change 
- Plante - goalkeeping - roving 
- Hull - slap shot 
- Orr - five tenflow 

	

2. 	Introduction of Coaching Methods  

- methods of teaching 
- general coaching principles 
- position 
- learning situations 
- individuals 
-.goals, achievements 
- directions of activity 
- variety, simple, clear and in full 

Age Level Considerations  

- general principles - develop by example 

	

3. 	Organization Administration  

- General organization information 

- Practice organization 

- Team administration - 
- 

- Team organization - routine procedures - play game decorum 

- three minute shifts. between periods 

fe 

- structure of practice 
- criteria (Clare's 9 points) 

evolution of season 
pre-season plan 
team coaching (tentative responsibilities) 
- picking personnel 
- coach and parent : communication with parent 

: parent involvement 
car involvement etc. 



Hockey Basic Skills 

- skating 
- shooting 

5. 	Hockey Basic  Skills 

- puck control 
- passing and receiving ' 
- checking 

8. Goalkeeping Position Skills  

- forwards - basic principles 
- basic position play 
- qualities, general application 
- position qualities 
- basic skills application 

7. Position Skills  

-.forward play continued, line personnel, individual response. 

- defense : basic principles, general, not to overlap 
: selection 
: positional play 
: zone responsibilities 

8. 	Offensive Team Play 

- general principles 
- systems 

teaching methods 

9. Defensive Team Play  

- general principles 
- systems 
- teaching drills 

10. Special Situation 

- killing penalties, power play 

EXAM: One Part 	control (i.e. multiple choice) 
Second Part - choice : written, situation 

: oral - cells 
: presentation - topics. 
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